IFC Starts Rushing Program; Four Fraternities Greet Rushees At Sunday Open House

ACS Holds First Meeting ALTII

Thursday, October 11 marked the beginning of a new season at the Institute of the American Chemical Society, Inc. at L.T.I. The Northeastern section of the Chemical Society will open its second meeting of the year at the L.T.I. on October 16. At this meeting the officers of the society and the members at large will be elected for the year. The subject of the meeting will be "The History of the American Chemical Society and Its Relation to the Student," presented by Prof. Louis M. Jordan of the University of Chicago. The meeting will be held at 8:00 P.M. in the Lecture Hall of the L.T.I. on October 16.

The first meeting of the year was held on October 11, and was attended by a large number of students and faculty members. The meeting was presided over by Prof. Louis M. Jordan, who gave a brief introduction to the history of the American Chemical Society and its relation to the student. The meeting was well attended, and the atmosphere was lively and enthusiastic.

Dean's List For the Academic Year 1956-1957

BAGSHAWE, David
CHRYSIS, Jean
DORIS, Paul
DUNCAN, Carol Ann
HALL, Robert B.
HORLEY, Richard
LAFFERTY, Edward
LAUDE, John
MCDOUGAL, Donald
O'BRIEN, John
OLIVER, Frederick
PEDERSON, John
PETERS, Donald
Spielmann, Paul
WALLIS, Raymond
WEATHERBE, Edward
WILSON, Alan

CLASS OF 1958

BARTON, John
BOYD, Walter
COYLE, Joseph
LEARY, James
LINDSAY, William
MACQUARIE, Donald
McMURRAY, John
MUNRO, Robert
MURPHY, Edward
POHIER, J. Leon
RAY, Alfred
SCHMIDT, Paul
STER, Karl
STARR, Philip
SYVEND, Raymond
TAYLOR, John
WINTER, Robert
WILLIAMSON, John
WILLIAMS, Richard
YOUNG, George

CLASS OF 1959

BARTH, Robert
BROOKE, Carl
ROGERS, Charles
COOK, Robert
LEWIS, John
MACAULAY, Donald
MILLS, William
MUNROE, Robert
MURPHY, Edward
PAYNE, Robert
POHIER, J. Leon
ROBERTSON, John
SHEFFIELD, Paul
STER, Karl
STARR, Philip
SYVEND, Raymond
TAYLOR, John
WINTER, Robert
YOUNG, George

ROTC Plans Field Trip

Everything is getting bigger and better - at least here at L.T.I. Along with the extensive renovations on the Quadrangle and the ever-increasing Freshman class, the ROTC-C-Office has also done some renovating and increasing - namely on its methods of presenting the potential advanced student with experiences in flying and in military life - via field trips.

This new program should prove extremely educational in both military and civilian aspects and also very enjoyable for these fortunate few who will make the trip.

The first field trip, in which the whole Sophomore class will participate, is scheduled for the first three weekends of the school year. The class will be separated into smaller groups and taken in these groups on their previously scheduled dates to Bedford A.F.B., where they will be shown an opportunity to see aircraft at close range. The groups will also be given a guided tour of the third level of the main building, where they will be shown the various types of aircraft that are housed there.

On Saturday, November 24, the Sophomore class will participate in the first day of a three-day trip to the school's main campus. The class will be divided into smaller groups, and each group will have an opportunity to see the various classrooms, laboratories, and other facilities that are housed on the main campus. The groups will also be given a guided tour of the third level of the main building, where they will be shown the various types of aircraft that are housed there.

ROTC Freshmen TOC - Ending Hazing

Two great events began simultaneously on October 13, the commissioning of the first Avenger to join the World Series and the Freshman - Freshman Rugby Tournament. For Lowell Freshman the commissioning meant only an opportunity to wear the TOC - Touchdown-Cheers headgear. A loss in the gridiron battle would mean a penalty in the beer bilder's bowl.

In the evening the Freshmen were entertained in the basement beneath the Union by the members of Tau Sigma Phi. The occasion, known as the Freshman - Freshman Rugby Tournament, began with a brief address by President Hamer. The president then continued with the address to the participants, and the Freshman - Freshman Rugby Tournament was underway.

During the rugby season, the Freshmen were divided into two teams, the Freshmen and the Freshmen. The Freshmen played against the Freshmen in a series of matches, with the winner being crowned as the champion of the Freshmen - Freshman Rugby Tournament.

Library Gets "New Look"

The Lowell Tech Library is undergoing a major renovation and expansion program. As part of this program, the library will be completely reorganized and reinstalled, with new bookshelves and reading areas. The library will also be equipped with new computers and other technological equipment, as well as new lighting and ventilation systems.

The library's new look is the result of a major renovation project, which began in 1987 and is scheduled to be completed by the end of 1990. The renovation project will include the installation of new bookshelves, the creation of new reading areas, the installation of new computers and other technological equipment, as well as new lighting and ventilation systems.

An Open Letter To The Student Body

Dear Students,

This is to announce that the Student Council will be holding an open meeting on October 25, in order to discuss the results of the recent student election. The meeting will be held at 8:00 P.M. in the Lecture Hall of the L.T.I.

The meeting will be open to all students, and will provide an opportunity for students to voice their opinions and concerns. The Student Council will be available to answer any questions that students may have, and will be happy to discuss any issues that students may wish to raise.

The Student Council is committed to representing the interests of its members, and to providing a voice for the students at L.T.I. We look forward to seeing you at the meeting, and to hearing your thoughts and ideas.

Sincerely,

The Student Council

Placement Bureau Begins 10th Year Of Operations

The Placement Bureau's two major functions are to engage in placement in industry for seniors and to relocate and upgrade the alumni. Professor James A. has started his activities in operation for the last nine years, the Bureau has averaged 80% or better in placing graduates in a wide variety of companies.

Among the companies this year which has employed the students are: Dow Chemical, American Viscos, 3M, Guerlac, American Mils, Drey Cup, Telephone, and a host of others. Thus far there have been over 30 offers of interviews and many more are expected. To date, thirty three have been reduced due to lack of students to supply the students.

For the students, the financial aspect of the subject is also more interesting. The average accepted student has a 95% chance of finding employment. This year is expected to be raised to 90% per cent. This compares satisfactorily with the national average of 90 per cent.
“Absolute freedom of the press to discuss public questions is a foundation stone of American liberty.” — Hoover

ART AND THE LAW

The New England conscience has won another round in the battle to defeat juvenile delinquency, and sustain the purity of the mind in the Lowell youth. The local police force acting upon the orders of its superintendent, has been seeing things at the scene of past week conflicting the current issue of LITP magazine.

The “offensive” section of the magazine is at eight pages review of the books that have been especially written, and have been in the field, and dealing with a large and varied indication before we start, that to this writer’s knowledge, the last trace of this opposition vanished many years ago.

No longer is the reproduction of the female form by classical and modern genotypes regarded as a source of immoralities. By the action of Lowell’s police department, it would appear that the works of Botticelli and Van der Schhuo are obscene and in the same class as those of Courbet and Manet itself, and those of Pissaro in, indeed.

The law has shown us that this is a mistaken point of view, and the action taken unwarrented.

A WAY TO END TRAFFIC PROBLEMS

Traffic jitters, like the weather, are the subject of much conversation and little action. Apparently, the situation holds true in the City of Lowell.

The Editor of the Lowell Sun published a survey of the traffic situation in Lowell; a situation which becomes intolerable at noon and dinner hours during the evening rush hours. Obviously, the system of one-way streets which are designed to provide the utmost efficiency to the normal public, while also keeping them through the heart of the commercial area, are at fault. No means of allowing traffic to flow from City Hall to Bridge Street is provided, other than market street, which becomes a bottleneck due to the large parking, walk-lights at the Market-Central St. intersection, and just from sheer weight of motorized vehicles and traffic on the part of motorists.

Therefore, the Editors of the Sun suggest the following recommendations: First of all, a more organized road plan of the City Fathers of Lowell:

1. Make Market Street, which runs perpendicular to Merrimack St., just above City Hall, one-way for its entire length.
2. Bridge the canal, allowing traffic to flow over it. This will bring traffic into Merrimack St.
3. Place a traffic-control light at the head of Street, allowing turns to be made into Bridge Street.

These modifications, if properly carried out, will allow traffic which is moving downtown to completely-by-pass the congested area about Merrimack and Market Streets. Also, necessary to be addressed to the Municipal Parking lots located one block from Merrimack Street.

The above modifications would be the only way to severely reduce traffic congestion and pressure on those immediately involved.

MODERN CLEANERS

Formal Wear For All

Occasions

Tel. GL 2-3741

TREMORS

The attention of every individual in the free world should be focused upon the situation in Poland. It is significant that such an event should occur.

As is typical of this type of movement, the effects of the Polish revolution will have expected repercussions in many countries. In Hungary, thousands of university students issued an ultimatum demanding more freedom and better living conditions. The conditions that are being ignored will gather throughout the nation, and within time will be experienced.

The backing and cooperation of the free world powers should be extended to these people, as they would be to individuals in democratic countries. In the event a project treatment of this turn of events we might be able to reduce the power on the U. S. B. and win support from the free world.

SPEAK UP, LT

Every member of the student body is given the opportunity to express his views, in an intelligent manner, through the TEXT and its “Letters to the Editors” column. Space will be made available to students who have something to say which he would like to present to the entire student body through our facilities. Do not refrain from submitting any letters to the Institute Mail Room for submission to the TEXT.

IS ADALI OKAY?

Yes, Lt. Adali prefers the TEXT and the “Letters to the Editors” column. Space will be made available to students who have something to say which he would like to present to the entire student body through our facilities. Do not refrain from submitting any letters to the Institute Mail Room for submission to the TEXT.

Engineers

Robert J. (R.J.) Amstutz industrial management major, says that he is looking towards a future in the plastics business, "I am planning on going to work for a plastics firm in one of the major industrial centers of the country." He has found that the plastics business is very attractive and has great opportunities for advancement. Amstutz is also interested in the chemical industry and is considering a career in this field. He is planning on working for a major chemical company and is looking forward to a challenging and rewarding career.
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**Of Electronics And Men**

By N. R. Sokol

Approaching the end of September, the normally happy, healthy, and fresh-looking students suddenly start to look a bit worn and yellow. The leaves turn to metallic hues, the temperature starts to drop, and the days begin to become increasingly shorter. The trend (as you can tell) was for the students to loose their edge, their interest, and their overall enthusiasm. Everyone seemed to have realized that sort of thing, when I say, "new staff." The students decided to look over their cards, and if they only knew how much they had dropped. Let me tell you the story.

Keith

Oct. 11-2. "To the Unknown World" with William Holden starring as the hero, and Janet Leigh as the heroine. Of the scenes shown, the only topic discussed was, "time does not mean that you have to be late." On "To, "We know something about this."

"The Course, where's the name?"

Yes, Applied Radiation and Diffusion of the Nervous System, Physical and Non-Psychical Nervous System, and Air-Current electron; and they don't have another."

That was the first time in many years that the Saturday night dance was held at the YMCA. "That's my week before I go on the road for the first time."

While Monday night they decided to show silent films. "The silent movies were actually very pleasant."

The next day, the TAP was as skinny as the next day, for the women were gathering their strength for the next day's lecture. Now it is inevitable, and we have to keep this in mind.

After a number of years all the students of the United States were producing electronic devices. The number of students in this field has increased, and all the jobs were taken. Even the men who were making the students were former electronics students of the same size. But what would those bridges be? Electronic devices for country, not for the country?

Lillian Holm and Leonard Bernstein are in a musical, a silent film. Neither of them are actually in the picture. Their names are

Lillian Holm Bids

Leonard Bernstein's "Concerto" starring Adolph and Robert Casella were shown. The tickets were free, and all the students were attending. The next day, the TAP was as skinny as the next day, for the women were gathering their strength for the next day's lecture. Now it is inevitable, and we have to keep this in mind.

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**MOVIE GUIDE**

**RAILROAD**


Keith

Oct. 11-2. "To the Unknown World" with William Holden starring as the hero, and Janet Leigh as the heroine. Of the scenes shown, the only topic discussed was, "time does not mean that you have to be late." On "To, "We know something about this."

"The Course, where's the name?"

Yes, Applied Radiation and Diffusion of the Nervous System, Physical and Non-Psychical Nervous System, and Air-Current electron; and they don't have another."

That was the first time in many years that the Saturday night dance was held at the YMCA. "That's my week before I go on the road for the first time."

While Monday night they decided to show silent films. "The silent movies were actually very pleasant."

The next day, the TAP was as skinny as the next day, for the women were gathering their strength for the next day's lecture. Now it is inevitable, and we have to keep this in mind.

After a number of years all the students of the United States were producing electronic devices. The number of students in this field has increased, and all the jobs were taken. Even the men who were making the students were former electronics students of the same size. But what would those bridges be? Electronic devices for country, not for the country?

Lillian Holm and Leonard Bernstein are in a musical, a silent film. Neither of them are actually in the picture. Their names are

Lillian Holm Bids

Leonard Bernstein's "Concerto" starring Adolph and Robert Casella were shown. The tickets were free, and all the students were attending. The next day, the TAP was as skinny as the next day, for the women were gathering their strength for the next day's lecture. Now it is inevitable, and we have to keep this in mind.

**CHATHAY GARDENS**

**CHINESE - AMERICAN RESTAURANT**

THE CHOICE OF TECH STUDENTS

ROUTE 110

Lowell - Lawrence Blvd. GL 4-6402
Delta Kappa Phi

The period of freshman orientation is over and now rushing will begin. So, what is rushing? At Omicron Phi, rush consisted of the period of time allotted for the purpose of meeting fraternity women who are interested in joining a fraternity.

At the end of the rushing week, a small group of students from the freshman class was invited to fill our external positions.

There is a rush experience that everyone should enjoy. This can be accomplished by attending the various functions put on by the International Fraternity Directory or the Fraternity University. There is a rush experience that everyone should enjoy.

Omicron Phi

North Joining is the cook-out promotion for the Fraternity house. Smith is the social gathering at the house. And well located in the Bedford hood.

Pigma Lambda Phi

Thirty years ago, the Kappa Chapter of the Sigma Kappa Fraternity was established at the Lowell Textile School. In 1937, K. P. L. had grown from 30 members to 300. The Chapter, which is a chapter for the Tuck Campers.

Pigm Phi

Pigm Phi fraternity was founded by five students at the Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science on March 18, 1932. In 1937, it was more active, social, and business-oriented, and the annual meeting of its officers, and the fortification of the house was held.

In 1935, Pigm Phi was founded by the late President of the Delta Kappa Phi. In 1935, Pigm Phi was founded by the late President of the Delta Kappa Phi.

The social fraternity was incorporated as a national body and the Alpha Chapter of the Phi Lambda Phi fraternity, the Alpha Chapter of the Phi Lambda Phi fraternity.

At the present time, the house is being operated with the assistance of the hostel staff and a local shelter. The officers and members look forward to a very successful year and bend to the welcome of the class of 1935.

International Students Circle

The International Students Circle was organized under the general idea of promoting international friendship and understanding among students of different nationalities.

The Circle consists of students from various countries who are studying at the campus and are interested in learning about the different cultures and traditions of their respective countries.

The Circle meets regularly to discuss various topics related to their cultures, share their experiences, and exchange ideas. The Circle also organizes social events and activities to foster a sense of community among its members.

The Circle's activities include cultural festivals, language exchange programs, and study tours to different countries. The Circle aims to create a platform where students from different backgrounds can come together, learn from each other, and build cross-cultural relationships.

The Circle's constituents will presently be reviewed by the Department of International Students and should be accepted in the future. At the present time, plans are being made for various activities for the society such as trips, seminars, and cultural events. The officers and members look forward to a very successful year and bend to the welcome of the class of 1935.
The Lowell Tech soccer team, whose record now stands at 2 wins, 2 losses and a draw, appears to be on its way to another successful season.

The first game on the schedule found Lowell on its own field playing a Clark University team and finishing on the short end of a 2-2 score. Leading 2-0 at the half and 49 at the end of the third period, Tech gave up two goals to Clark in the fourth quarter. Commerce's coach, a former home team by residing 3 in the 4 first. Martin Irurita added the last tally for Tech.

On the 13th of October, our soccer team played another home game, this time with Curry College. To say that the battle was excelled, or even that it was a battle, would be an understatement. Walking in the guide of the coach, T.C. T. scored on a penalty kick in the first half, only again, George O'Connell led the team in the second half with the assist of Fred Fagen, Pete Irurita and John Gara, who scored 2, and Irurita with a lone goal. It was a good workout for the boys, anyway.

Appealing at Worcester on October 13, Lowell Tech failed to overcome the Millers of Natick Tech, losing 3 to 1 at the end of the half. Lowell scored in the third period once more to take the lead again, but Worcester put in the winning goal during the second quarter, as they hosted in one goal thereby averting defeat by gazing at the Villa and epitomizing several others never for Lowell.

FLASH!

# LTI Soccer

**TEAMS TOPS**

**NEW BEDFORD**

---

**1-4 CEPPAS**

---

**OBERMAN**

---

**IRURITA**

---

**VILLA SCORE**

---

Frosh Top TC in Field Day Events

The third annual Frosh TC Field Day was held Wednesday, October 15, and the frosh took the honors in ten events. The frosh were not yet aware of the impending opposition, of course, was the T.O.C. The class of 1946 also was present in order to see their adversaries. The frosh are seeing a three-year advance in the T.O.C. From the frosh, their predecessors, the corps was seriously hampered and saw it rise past-field. For a time, the frosh were looking forward to the frosh event."

Friday's frosh team was led by Lowell vs Tech, a class of 1917 and coach all of the school athletic corps at the suggestion of the frosh athletic corps. Lowell's baseball game was played in which the frosh were not able to enjoy the honours.

This year the frosh were not so lucky as Boston College in their first contest. The frosh have been defeated in their first game, although they have been defeated in four games. This year the frosh have been defeated in their first game, although they have been defeated in four games. This year the frosh have been defeated in their first game, although they have been defeated in four games.

The game was played in the same way as the frosh game, but the field was not so good. The field was not as good as Tech's, but the field was not as good as Tech's. The field was not as good as Tech's.

The frosh have been defeated in their first game, although they have been defeated in four games.

The first game on the schedule found Lowell on its own field playing a Clark University team and finishing on the short end of a 2-2 score. Leading 2-0 at the half and 49 at the end of the third period, Tech gave up two goals to Clark in the fourth quarter. Commerce's coach, a former home team by residing 3 in the 4 first. Martin Irurita added the last tally for Tech.

On the 13th of October, our soccer team played another home game, this time with Curry College. To say that the battle was excelled, or even that it was a battle, would be an understatement. Walking in the guide of the coach, T.C. T. scored on a penalty kick in the first half, only again, George O'Connell led the team in the second half with the assist of Fred Fagen, Pete Irurita and John Gara, who scored 2, and Irurita with a lone goal. It was a good workout for the boys, anyway.

Appealing at Worcester on October 13, Lowell Tech failed to overcome the Millers of Natick Tech, losing 3 to 1 at the end of the half. Lowell scored in the third period once more to take the lead again, but Worcester put in the winning goal during the second quarter, as they hosted in one goal thereby averting defeat by gazing at the Villa and epitomizing several others never for Lowell.
Plaf Takes IFC Softball Crown

Low Saturday morning, Prof. Leonah Phil won the Iowa Preseason Softball championship by defeating Phil continuously at the 2.00 P.M. Towing 7-1 in the fourth inning, Phil knocked off two more in the fifth, 10-7. Phil also won a hard-fought battle against Iowa Tech in the seventh round, winning 2 times, 10-7. This is Phil's seventh straight win in the Iowa Preseason Softball tournament and is one of the most recent victories for Phil, especially after winning the previous two matches.

The Lowell Tech Players

The dramatic society of Lowell Tech, located in the heart of the Lowell Tech area, has been staging plays and events for the past few years. The group is known for its innovative and unique performances, attracting both locals and visitors. Last year, the society produced a play that received critical acclaim and sold out several performances.

Admission's Office Accepts 13th Card To Fresh

SANDWICHES
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Admission's Office Accepts 13th Card To Fresh

College Football Highlights For The 1956-57 Campaign

Although there is no real champion we haven chosen the winners from Oklahoma as the " mythical" national champion. The only real test in their schedule will be the game with Notre Dame.

In the Midwest the juggling sand should be Michigan State, Michigan Ohio State and possibly Illinois in the Big Ten with Notre Dame tips among the independents. Michigan has All-American End Ron Kramer and Jim Parker of Ohio State should definitely gain that recognition this year.

Out on the West Coast the UCLA ineligibility mess has obscured the picture to some extent, but it's not nearly as bad as some people think. According to most experts UCLA was not the best team but that distinction should go to Stanford. They have a tough schedule playing Michigan State and Ohio State two weeks in a row.

Now getting to our own backyard we have Army and Pitt as the top teams in the area. Army has solved its quarterback problem and should be headed for a very strong season.

In the South we have Maryland, beaten in the Orange Bowl and having a new coach in Toms, Mon, a very strong contender for national honors.

Also very strong in the South we pick Georgia Tech and Duke as strong contenders for a highly successful season.

And last but far from least we have the South west where any team can make a real battle out of the race. There is no trouble picking Oklahoma as number one but from there on out you really have to think. Texas Christian, with running back Jim Swink, Texas A & M figure to be the tops in the area as far as we see it.

Here's how the West Sports experts pick 'em.

1. Oklahoma
2. Michigan State
3. Duke
4. Maryland
5. Notre Dame
6. Texas Christian
7. Georgia Tech

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bubier

EDITOR'S NOTE: WE HAVE A GREAT LINE FOR THIS JOKE, WE JUST CAN'T USE IT OF YOUR OWN LINE.

Come To
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